August 24, 2020
By E-Mail to:
StateRoute37
@dot.ca.gov
California Department of Transportation District 4
Attn: Yolanda Rivas
P.O. Box 23660
Oakland, CA 94623-0660
RE: Comments on State Route 37 Traffic Congestion Relief Project NOP
and Long-term Planning
Dear Ms. Rivas:
TRAC, the Train Riders Association of California has long served as the
visionary rail planner for California. We were early supporters of Proposition
116, which enabled the start of a statewide intercity rail program now run by
Amtrak. We write to you in the context of the NOP for the State Route 37
Traffic Congestion Relief Project.

We fully support the NOP comments of our sister organization, TRANSDEF.
In this letter, however, we seek to convey our profound disagreements with
the current state of long-range planning for the State Route 37 Corridor
(Project).
The only alternatives in the Alternatives Assessment Report for the Ultimate
Project, April 2019, are highway alternatives. TRAC asserts that they will all
cause induced demand, resulting in increased VMT and increased
accompanying GHG emissions. This is directly contrary to the thrust of
Executive Order N-19-19 and current State climate policy, as indicated in
the Department's recent Transportation Impacts Analysis Under CEQA
document.
TRAC finds it disturbing that the leading transportation agency in the most
climate-sophisticated State in the country fails to grasp its own role in
creating the very climate impact—sea level rise—that the Project is
intended to remedy.
The Air Resources Board acknowledges that transportation accounts for
roughly half of all GHG emissions in its inventory, when the production and
distribution of motor vehicle fuel is included. Recent reports indicate that
GHG emissions from motor vehicles are increasing, at the same time that
emissions from other source categories are decreasing, as a result of other
State agencies having applied significant effort.
TRAC, active since 1984, is dedicated to a vision of fast, frequent, convenient and clean passenger rail service for California.
We promote European-style transportation options through increased public awareness and legislative action.

Caltrans is unique in the roster of state agencies in blithely heading into the
future as if emissions directly attributable to its activities were not implicated as
the leading California source of climate change impacts, including wildfire,
drought and sea level rise. Even though the world of transportation has been
turned upside down by climate change, that has not resulted in any
modification to Caltrans' view of itself as highway builder.
TRAC contends that mobility needs to change, not only in California, but
across the globe. The world that Caltrans is planning for no longer exists. A
useful step in getting used to the changes that are needed would be to
implement the mitigated Alternative 1 described by TRANSDEF. That quick
and cheap alternative would offer a real-world test of drivers' willingness to shift
to higher-occupancy modes to avoid being stuck in traffic.
When it comes to the provision of mobility in the SR 37 Corridor over the longer
term, Caltrans would do well to seriously consider the attachments to this letter,
which propose a low-cost passenger rail system connecting SMART with the
Capitol Corridor station in Suisun City and with Napa and Vallejo. A project like
this could be implemented relatively quickly by a private-sector operator.
Note our claim that "Typically, upgrading existing tracks to 60 mph standards
costs less than $1 million/mile, and less than $2 million per mile including PTC.
Contrary to recent Highway 37 studies, initial hourly rail service between
Novato and the Suisun-Fairfield Capitol Corridor station would cost substantially less than $100 million, exclusive of rolling stock." Protecting rail from sea
level rise can be done incrementally at modest cost, unlike the need to protect
highway travel with a multibillion-dollar viaduct. This cost analysis radically
changes the stakes in longer-term planning.
Disregarding the unreasonable engineering standards promulgated by SMART,
which led to ~1 billion cost estimates, would allow the near-term implementation of a starter system that could begin to change modal choices in the
Corridor. Keeping the cost low minimizes the consequences if the project
draws disappointing patronage. If successful, however, it would be easy and
efficient to upgrade the track and roadbed either while remaining in operation,
or with a brief service outage and bus bridge.
Thank you for considering these comments. TRAC would be pleased to
discuss our proposal with any and all interested parties.
Sincerely yours,
David Schonbrunn, President, TRAC
Attachments:
TRAC's A Vision for Passenger Rail in The North Bay and Sacramento Region
TRAC's North Bay Rail Forum presentation
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In addition to ideas for improving the
Altamont Commuter Express (ACE) and
San Joaquins proposed by TRAC in the
previous California Rail News, passage of
the SB-1 transportation funding measure
opens up many options for improving
and expanding rail passenger service
throughout California.
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SB-1 raised gas taxes and registration
fees for improved highway and street
maintenance, as well as more funding for
transit capital and operations, intercity
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With SMART service beginning in
August 2017 between San Rafael and
Santa Rosa, this is an opportune time to
examine potential future improvements
in the North Bay.
The Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG) also recently
began a study of proposed light rail
transit (LRT) parallel to I-80 between
Sacramento and Davis at the behest of
Yolo County interests. With the proposed
increase of San Joaquin service to the
Sacramento region, looking at additional
improvements in the Sacramento region
is also warranted.

Upgrading & Extending SMART
Now that SMART service has successfully launched, its startup experience can be evaluated and viable
«ÀÛiiÌÃÊ`iÌwi`°ÊÊÕÀÊÛiÜ]Ê
SMART’s current shortcomings include
the following:
ÊÊUÊÊÊ>LÌÞÊÌÊ ÀiÊiÕ} Ê«iÀ>Ì}Ê
«iÀÃiÊ >ÃÊivÌÊÃ}wV>ÌÊ}>«ÃÊÊ
its peak hour service, harming both its
usefulness and its ridership.
ÊÊUÊÊ ÊÃ}wV>ÌÊ``>ÞÊÃiÀÛViÊLiÌÜiiÊ
10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. or evening
service. The unexpected weekend
ridership success with only four round
trips demonstrates a strong market
for midday, evening and additional
weekend service.
ÊÊUÊÊÕÊÌÀ>ÃÊÊÃiiVÌi`Ê«i>Ê«iÀ`Ê
schedules demonstrate the need for
obtaining full 3-car trains within a few
years. However, even with 4 additional
cars, the total fleet of 18 cars will
quickly limit capacity and ridership
within a few years.
ÊÊUÊÊ*ÀÊÃV i`ÕiÊVÀ`>Ì]Ê>`Ê>Ê>VÊ
of connections between SMART and
existing bus services. For example,
Golden Gate Transit buses leave San
Rafael Transit Center too soon to allow
convenient connections from arriving
SMART trains. Similarly, while the
SMART station platform is only a block
from the Petaluma Transit Center, a
3-block walk around a large fenced
area is required to make bus–train
connections.

SMART should commit to the following
short term service goals:
ÊÊUÊÊ*ÀÛ`}ÊVÃÃÌiÌÊ«i>Ê«iÀ`Ê
service every 30 minutes in each
direction between 5:00 a.m. and 9:00
a.m., and 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
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Sonoma Co. Airport

3. Krug - Angwin Road
4. St. Helena - Downtown
5. St. Helena - Mills Lane
6. St. Helena - Lewelling Lane
7. Zinfandel
8. Rutherford
9. Oakville
10. Yountville
11. Napa - Salvador Ave.
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19. Napa - Airport Boulevard
20. Napa Junction
21. American Canyon Road
22. Vallejo - Meadows Drive
23. Vallejo - Sereno Drive
24. Vallejo - Tennessee Street
25. Vallejo Ferry Terminal
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morning, midday, evenings after
8:00 p.m. and hourly frequencies on
weekends and holidays.

As ridership grows, SMART should
start planning for peak period service
every 15 minutes, and midday service
every 30 minutes Monday-Friday.

ÊÊUÊÊÊV«iÀ>ÌÊÜÌ Ê`iÊ>ÌiÊ
/À>ÃÌÊ/®]ÊwÝÊÌ iÊÃV i`ÕiÃÊÌÊ
make timed transfers between SMART
trains and buses to San Francisco and
the East Bay in San Rafael work better.

-,/ÊÜÊÀiµÕÀiÊÃ}wV>ÌÊV>«Ì>Ê
expenditures for an expanded fleet and
double track or new sidings in key areas.
Study should begin on extending SMART
to a location closer to the GGT ferries in
Larkspur, including the possibility of a
cross-platform transfer.

ÊÊUÊÊ"ViÊ-,/ÊÃÊ>LiÊÌÊ«ÀÛ`iÊV
sistent 60-minute all-day service (every
30 minutes during weekday peaks)
seven days per week, redundant GGT
transit service can be reduced or
i>Ìi`ÊÜÌ Ê>ÀÊVÃÌÊÃ>Û}Ã°
ÊÊUÊÊ ÝÌi`Ê-,/ÊÃiÀÛViÊÌÊ7`ÃÀÊ
and Healdsburg using the existing
ÝÊvÊÜi`i`Ê>`ÊÌi`ÊÀ>°Ê/ iÊ
diminished ride quality and possibly
lowered speeds for this section of track
are an acceptable tradeoff for getting
this service into operation as soon as
possible. TRAC believes that attracting
drivers to rail is far more important
than eliminating the clickety-clack.
Welded rail can be installed later.

Other 101 Corridor Rail Services
While the original SMART plan
included a 15-mile extension beyond
Healdsburg to Cloverdale, this proposal
is not cost-effective for less than 500
«ÀiVÌi`Ê`>ÞÊÀ`iÀÃ°ÊÜiÛiÀ]Ê>ÊÜ
cost approach could make it feasible to
extend passenger service to Cloverdale,
Ukiah and Willits. For the anticipated
volumes, upgrading existing tracks to
60 mph standards and adding modern
signals would cost less than $150 million
(excluding rolling stock).
The volume of Mendocino County
ÌÕÀÃÌÃÊ>««i>ÀÃÊÃÕvwViÌÊÌÊÃÕ««ÀÌÊ
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of LRT between Davis and downtown
Sacramento. However, the Davis->VÀ>iÌÊ`i>ÊÜÕ`ÊwÌÊViÞÊÜÌ Ê
Novato-Suisun service, and potentially
provide some of the funding.
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robust weekend and holiday service
from the Bay Area, possibly via a publicprivate partnership. While weekday
ridership potential is modest, it appears
5-6 daily round trips can be supported.
This should be operated by modern
lightweight Diesel Multiple Units (DMUs)
that meet the latest Federal safety
standards. These trains would make a
cross-platform timed transfer to SMART’s
heavy DMUs at Healdsburg.

Napa Rivers could be included since
their replacement is ultimately required.

If additional Solano County rail
capacity is needed to support this
service, a 3rd exclusive passenger
track–from the west end of the existing
Yolo Bypass rail bridge to the Suisun/
>Àwi`ÊÃÌ>ÌqÜÕ`Ê>ÜÊ«>ÃÃi}iÀÊ
ÃiÀÛViÊ`i«i`iÌÊvÊ1Ê*>VwVÊ
(UP) freight trains and Capitol Corridor
intercity trains. With careful scheduling,
the Yolo Bypass railroad bridge has a
capacity of more than 100 trains day, vs.
20-25 freight and 34 passenger trains
«iÀ>Ìi`Ê>ÌÊ«ÀiÃiÌ°Ê/ ÃÊ«ÀiVÌÊÃ Õ`Ê
be relatively cheap to build since few
structures are needed. In the longer run,
an exclusive passenger track across the
Bypass is desirable but it will not be
cost-effective in the next decade or so.
As demonstrated by Austin’s Metrorail, light DMUs can operate “instreet” over short distances. On-street
operations from West Sacramento over
the Tower Bridge, and along the L Street
corridor connecting to proposed service
along the UP Sacramento Subdivision
through Midtown should be explored.
Light DMUs could also connect
downtown Sacramento with Placer
County along the 3rd Capitol Corridor
track proposed to Roseville (with 4th
track/passing sidings). This track could
also be extended to Auburn, allowing
frequent all-day regional rail service
independent of UP freights along the I-80
corridor northeast of Sacramento. This
plan would not preclude UP’s usage of
the 3rd track at night as a freight lead to
its Roseville Yard.
Vallejo-Napa (Wine Train) Corridor
A large fraction of Napa Valley tourists
also visit San Francisco in their Bay Area
stays. While it is doubtful that ridership
LiÌÜiiÊ >«>Ê>`Ê6>iÊLÞÊV>Ê
residents would cover operating costs,
potentially large volumes of visitors
accessing the Napa Valley via the San
À>VÃV6>iÊiÀÀÞÊViVÌÊÜÕ`Ê
«ÕÌÊÃÕV ÊÃiÀÛViÊÜiÊÌÊ«ÀwÌ>LÌÞÊ
assuming the low operating costs of
} ÌÜi} ÌÊ 1Ã°ÊÊ6>i]ÊÌ iÀiÊ>ÀiÊ
tantalizing real estate opportunities that
could offset rail capital costs. Timed
transfers at an American Canyon station
connecting the Napa Valley and the
North Bay to Sacramento routes could
generate heavy ridership and revenues.
These are exciting possibilities for
private investment.

North Bay–Sacramento Rail Corridor

Novato-Suisun service should also
be extended to downtown Sacramento
along the existing Capitol Corridor, to
provide regional service covering the
local stops not served by the Capitol
Corridor, including East Vacaville
(Elmira), Dixon, East Davis, and West
Sacramento. Service could be further
extended to Yuba City and Marysville,
because light DMUs are cheap to run.

Typically, upgrading existing tracks
to 60 mph standards costs less than $1
million/mile, and less than $2 million per
mile including PTC. Contrary to recent
Highway 37 studies, initial hourly rail
service between Novato and the Suisun>Àwi`Ê >«ÌÊ ÀÀ`ÀÊÃÌ>ÌÊÜÕ`Ê
cost substantially less than $100 million,
iÝVÕÃÛiÊvÊÀ}ÊÃÌV°Ê/ ÃÊw}ÕÀiÊ
VÕ`iÃÊÕ«}À>`}ÊiÝÃÌ}ÊÌi`Ê
track to 60 mph standards, PTC, more
sidings simple stations with 17”-18”
high platforms and allowances for bridge
repairs. For another $200 million, new
railroad bridges over the Petaluma and

Davis to Sacramento light rail (LRT)
is currently being
studied, as noted
above. This would
require new tracks
across the Yolo
Bypass, because
standard LRT
cars cannot share
mainline freight
tracks as can the
Capitol Corridor and
DMU trains. In our
view, there is not
Light DMUs get 2 mpg for 160 seats, vs. 1 mpg for SMART trains, and can operate
enough potential
“in street’ over 1-2 miles. Wikipedia. By Michlaovic - Own work, Public Domain
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I’m David Schonbrunn, TRAC’s Vice President for Policy. This all started with my
parBcipaBon in the Highway 37 Policy CommiGee, which wants to build a mulBbillion
dollar widened highway across protected wetlands. Building more lanes will trap
more people in driving, adding to the greenhouse gas emissions. I’m an
environmentalist working to reduce the levels of GHG emissions from transportaBon,
so that project concept was a non-starter for me.
TRAC wanted to create a viable transit alternaBve to give opBons to commuters that
would otherwise be stuck in Highway 37 traﬃc. That way, we could protect the
environment and start building a greener future. We propose to put passenger
service on the exisBng rail line that parallels Highway 37. We call it the East-West
train.

1

We see the Highway 37 corridor as having diﬀerent needs than the SMART corridor.
That’s why the project we’re proposing is not a simple extension of SMART. I worked
for nearly 30 years to bring passenger service back to the historic NWP corridor in
Marin and Sonoma counBes.
I believe SMART cost far more than was necessary, due to high-cost design decisions.
Public rail projects typically cost too much because the business is driven by
consultants whose fees are based on the size of the project. It is in their interest to
have the public spend as much as possible. We’ve come up with a much less
expensive project.

2

The Highway 37 corridor needs to prove itself as a transit corridor. We need to get
past the many that claim the North Bay has too low a density for transit. For this
reason, we’ve adopted a strategy of “build it as cheaply as possible, as quickly as
possible, to get service into operaBon now.” We ﬁrmly believe there’s a demand out
there—but we need to prove it.
This line is in freight use now, so we know passenger service can work technically. To
keep capital costs way down, we propose to make use of the exisBng jointed rail and
the exisBng roadbed. The major expense we foresee is replacing some Bes to enable
the trains to be cleared for 60 mph operaBon. Tracks and roadbed can easily be
improved later, a_er ridership has grown enough to warrant a larger investment.

3

SMART’s high-pla`orms are a vesBge of the history of the Northeast Corridor. They
are very expensive to build, and quite ugly in urban seangs. While they do provide
level boarding to comply with ADA, TRAC believes they do not belong in California.

4

Low pla`orms are much cheaper to build, and are inconspicuous. We propose the
train would terminate on the Capitol Corridor, which uses low pla`orms, like the
other California intercity services. The pla`orm is on the far right of this photo.
Dealing with ADA is much cheaper too. This is called a mini-high pla`orm. It provides
level boarding for wheelchair users, moms with strollers and bicyclists. The one
pictured gives access to the ﬁrst door of the train. Some staBons could have more
than one of these mini-highs.

5

Low-ﬂoor cars are the leading trend in Europe now. That is where the future of
railcars seems to be heading. TRAC sees the regulatory environment changing to
enable 24 inch pla`orms to be built next to rail lines. Note the pla`orm in the photo.
Right now, that’s not allowed in California on lines that carry freight. RegulaBons are
sBll in place to protect brakemen from hiang a trackside obstacle like a pla`orm.
UnBl regulators wake up to the fact that there aren’t brakemen anymore in these
seangs, the exisBng 8” low pla`orms will remain adequate. Access to these cars is
only one step up.
These low-ﬂoor DMUs are much lighter than the cars SMART bought. That makes
them signiﬁcantly less expensive to operate, which makes a very big diﬀerence on a
rail line that has no idenBﬁed revenue source. These cars are FRA-cerBﬁed to operate
on tracks alongside freight trains. They are designed with Crash Energy Management
— a crumple zone that absorb crash energy. This enables the car to be much lighter
than the brute strength American approach to safety, which is now preGy obsolete.

6

This map is in the current issue of California Rail News, along with a full descripBon of
the proposal. In the ﬁrst phase of our proposal, the train would start in Novato and
terminate at the Suisun City Amtrak staBon. This is where the NWP line from Marin
connects to the Capitol Corridor, which goes from San Jose to Sacramento.
At some point in the future, we see gaining access to the UP track to Sacramento.
This may take some addiBonal capital investments. Extending this train to
Sacramento makes much more sense than a concept currently under consideraBon,
namely building a new light rail line from Sacramento from Davis. In our proposal, the
East-West train would become a local on the Capitol Corridor, allowing stops at
staBons not currently served by rail, such as Dixon and East Davis.

7

This is where the line would start. In the area between the tracks and the chain link
fence in the distance, we’re suggesBng a third track and a low pla`orm similar to the
exisBng pla`orms.

8

The Suisun Wye connects the NWP to the Capitol Corridor. A short secBon of track
from the Suisun Wye to the Suisun staBon would keep the DMU enBrely separate
from Capitol Corridor and UP freight trains, greatly simplifying regulatory approvals.
The staBon area could be improved by transit-oriented development, building on
land on the west side of the tracks that is poorly uBlized now. A pedestrian
overcrossing of the tracks would connect this development and the adjacent Solano
County Government Center to the exisBng Capitol Corridor staBon.

9

Unlike Highway 37, it is relaBvely easy to build up the height of the rails, when
needed in response to sea level rise. An embankment can be gradually created at
night by placing gravel under the tracks, while trains conBnue to operate in the
dayBme.
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There are two bridges on the East-West alignment. This one seems to be in preGy
good condiBon.

11

Napa JuncBon is where the tracks connect to rail lines going north to St. Helena and
south to Vallejo. We foresee a transfer pla`orm, enabling east-west passengers to go
north-south, or vice versa.

12

A_er Napa JuncBon, a special event stop would be built at the Sonoma Raceway. The
Capitol Corridor has already provided train service to a few NASCAR races. We see
this as a regular feature. The tracks go right past the Main Gate.

13

Here’s a ground-level view, with the main gate on the le_, and the train tracks to the
right of Highway 121.

14

The Black Point bridge is a serviceable swing bridge, but is probably not opBmal longterm. This is an investment to consider down the road…

15

We picked downtown Novato as an appropriate terminus for this East West train,
because it would not require any capital improvements to the SMART line. A stretch
of passing siding is located on both sides of the Ignacio Wye. This should make it
much easier to ﬁt East-West trains into slots in SMART’s schedule.

16

We see a low-level pla`orm being built, along with a pocket track, to enable the East
West trains to get oﬀ the SMART mainline. Passengers would wait here for a SMART
train going north or south, as needed. Schedules would be coordinated to minimize
waits.

17

We started out thinking only about a transit alternaBve to commuBng over Highway
37. That went out the window, however, when we saw the census data for commute
trips. It’s clear from this table that the largest numbers of North Bay commuters by
far are coming from the Napa-Fairﬁeld-Vallejo triangle, and going to the triangle. See
the ﬁrst four columns of numbers and the ﬁrst four rows. The numbers for Triangle to
Triangle commutes are an order of magnitude higher than the Highway 37 numbers.
There’s deﬁnitely a market for connecBng Napa and Vallejo to Fairﬁeld/Suisun and
SMART.

18

What that table tells us is that the North Bay has been a missed opportunity for
transit. Napa’s very high level of tourism is an opportunity that would appeal to a
private-sector rail operator. Tourists connecBng by the Vallejo ferry from San
Francisco would love to be able to take the train to tasBngs at various wineries. No
more designated drivers! Wineries would promote themselves by providing van
service from their local staBon.
It’s possible the private-sector operator would be interested in implemenBng the
enBre network, if sweetened by the public sector in a public private partnership. The
key to maximizing ridership is to schedule easy and fast transfers between the trains,
and between trains and connecBng local buses. We’d like to see a government
agency either buy or secure operaBng rights on the remaining tracks owned by Union
Paciﬁc.

19

While exisBng tracks connect to the City of Vallejo, they don’t currently go all the way
to the ferry terminal. A ferry connecBon is needed to make the line to the Napa
Valley economically feasible. The City of Vallejo already owns the tracks that used to
serve the Mare Island Naval Base. These could be extended to the ferry.

20

This is the Vallejo Ferry Terminal. City Hall is nearby, as is the bus transit staBon. A
train stop could be located right here.

21

If permission for a short stretch of new track can be secured, TRAC believes it is
feasible to provide interim rail service to the ferry dock on Mare Island, using the
exisBng City-owned tracks that go over the Mare Island Causeway. This would enable
a low-cost “tesBng of the waters” to gauge the passenger demand, before
commiang to the investment in the track extension to the Vallejo Ferry Terminal.

22

A future possibility is restoring rail service to the City of Sonoma. Much of the right of
way is sBll owned by the public. For the iniBal service, however, we suggest
reestablishing the historic bypass at Sonoma JuncBon, to shorten the circuitous route
via Schellville. The historic embankment across the wetlands sBll exists, and is
apparently in State ownership. A rail shuGle could connect downtown Sonoma to
Sonoma JuncBon, to transfer to the East-West train. Note the photo of the hydrogen
powered streetcar, a fun idea for this service. BaGery-powered trams are now
common, as well.
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Here’s Sonoma JuncBon! The historic embankment is on the le_, between the two
trees. It is marked by a telephone pole.

24

The Sonoma Plaza is a big tourist aGracBon.

25

Tracks would have to be laid where there are currently walking paths, but that’s all
part of the fun of restoring railbanked lines.

26

In addiBon to working on proposals like this one, TRAC also produces a newspaper.
See links to our archive.
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We’re also working on other proposals, including this one to provide service to
Willets, using low-ﬂoor DMUs to keep costs down. With a much lower populaBon
density, keeping costs low for this service area is crucial.

28

We’re making a presentaBon soon to the JPA that runs the San Joaquin intercity
service. This proposal would create a new fast corridor connecBng Tracy and
Fremont, leading to all-day service between the Central Valley and the Bay Area.

29

We’d like your help in making this all happen.
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